




season. Around 1960, scientific research proved that if at certain times of
the season the swimmer only swam, without any further exercises,
eventually he would loose strength, as swimming only generally has that
effect. Thus, around 1960, certain U.S. and Australian coaches continued
to use certain contractions right into the final period of the taper.
However, today, the vast majority of the coaches have abandoned this
point of view, as the value of maintaining strength in the taper period,
together with the ensuing fatigue, could jeopardize the ultimate
performance.

The time devoted to strength exercises has diminished as the time
devoted to water workouts has increased. Many coaches estimate that only
one quarter of the total time available should be spent on strength
development.

The grand majority of the better coaches will devote some time to
strength development outside of the taper period, properly using weights
or some form of contraction. A notable exception to this doctrine has
been George Haines, coach of the Santa Clara- Swim Club, one of the
leading clubs in World Swimming. Haines declared that while he is not
opposed to exercises outside of the workout time proper, he feels very
strongly that it should not be taken off the time available to swim. This in
many ways is a return to the ideas of the great coach of the 50's
Sakamoto, who summed it up "for a swimmer it all boils down to
swimming." Sakamoto's ideas have even further relevance in the
importance of the kick and its development with extensive kicking at high
speed.

RESEARCH OF THE AIR RESERVE

This study - make oxygen do more - was researched with the
intention of adding to the possibilities of the sprinter. If the sprinter in the
initial phase of the race, without inconvenience for the rest of the race
could swim the maximum possible ineters without inhaling, he would gai~
a definite advantage. Inhaling (in the majority of cases) wastes time in
modifying the balance of the swim. This theory is not new. In 1912 the
book Swimming for Everyone by Gerard Meister, French 100
meter champion, and Charles Joly pointed out that one of the secrets of
the American Charles Daniels, 1908 Olympic 100 meter champion, was his
constant training toward improved breathing possibilities. Today
Australia's modern coaches have methodically studied the aquatic
procedures which permit the sprint swimmer to increase his "oxygen
debt" (what oxygen will do for him), thus his power.

These procedures were exposed by trainers Harry Gallagher, Forbes
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Carlile, and Don Talbot. Essentially they consist in the "first breath"
sprints. In his expose on training (appeared in La Natation Sportive
[competitive swimming] published by the F.F.N.), Talbot spoke of basic
training (that is to say prior to the period of intensive training) for his
students Jon and lisa Konrads. He wrote that during the last week of that
training "I added (to their program) a series of sprints called first breath
sprints, done with a 90 percent effort. The swimmer dives and goes as far
as possible on the only breath that he inhaled at the moment of the dive. I
did this to increase still more the 'oxygen debt' of the swimmer and found
that it paid off at the end of the season and made a swimmer capable of
traveling much farther on a single breath than he would have been able to
if he had not practiced this method. It is particularly valuable for sprinters.
And in these times a swimmer should be able to sprint well, even if he
swims the middle distances. It would help all students if they would do
these first breath sprints.

Harry Gallagher wrote in his chapter "The Foundation of Success"
(appearing in Australian Ken Knox's book The Dawn of Swimming).
"In races of short distances, the breath can be held for considerable
duration." Gallager cited some examples: Jon Hendricks, 26 meters were
covered before the first breath and only six breaths during the first 50
meters; John Devitt, 24 meters were covered before the first breath and
only 10 breaths in the first 50 meters. In her story recorded in the book
Australian Style, Dawn Fraser said that at the end of 19-59 she
concentrated a month on breathing exercises "at the end 'of which I was
able to hold five breaths consecutively one minute each. These exercises
paid dividends a few months later at the National Championships at
Sydney. In beating my record for the 110 yard free (she established a
world record at 1:00.2, dropping her previous mark of 1:01.2, February
1960), I did not take a breath in the first 25 yards (about 23 meters). In
the 30 yards follpwing that separated me from the turn, I took seven
breatlls and only 20 in the last length of the pool."

After this record swim Harry Gallagher, Dawn Fraser's coach, told her
that her results were facilitated because she had an above normal lung
capacity. Besides these natural dispositions and exercises described here to
increase the "oxygen debt", the practice of aquatic breathing in the long
middle distances is the base of increased lung capacity, an increase also
notable in the middle distances practiced by a young child swimmer. This
is why young swimmers should be trained in freestyle middle distance
crawl. This constitutes the surest foundation to obtain the maximum
results. As Peter Daland said, ''The middle distance (by that he means the
1500 m.) is the base of all swimming."
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THE ALLOTMENT OF EFFORT TO THE ARMS AND LEGS

A very remarkable fact is that beginning swimmers who prevail at
pulling or kicking a prescribed distance are not necessarily the fastest
swimmers. This can stem naturally from bad coordination. But two other
causes could be a bad adaptation of breathing to the complete swim or the
mistake of stressing the leg kick at the expense of the arm pull.

THE WAY OF PREPARATION

In his work about Isometric Contractions and Isogym, Dr.
James Counsilman said that getting into condition takes an effort based
on: development of endurance, flexibility, and strength. It is not until
after the completion of a program covering these three points that one can
start the major period of swimming with maximum profit. This includes
nine to 12 weeks of intensive training based on a high quality interval
training practice. Such is the method of preparation generally advocated in
Australia and the United States. The method has also caught on in Europe
where the period of active swimming is in general longer, and where the
division is not as clear between the current swimming work and heavy
preparation period. The American-Australian system can then apply itself
to the two form seasons per year as well as a studious inquiry. In that case,
the superior shape does not undergo in principle a critical and exhaustive
examination except for the period when the major competition takes place
- the goal of preparation or as such an annual maturity.

The major course of American-Australian preparation is first period:
little or no swimming, serious work out of the water to increase strength,
endurance, and flexibility; second period: thorough work in swimming
(swimming distances without forcing), continuing work outside of the
water; third period: increasing habit through interval training, progressive
lessening of the work out of the water; fourth period: work with interval
training at maximum intensity, continuing a light amount of work outside
the water for the development of strength.

SPECIALIZATION

The higher the level of swimming on a world wide scale, the more
imposing is the demand for a specialization in one distance and one stroke.
This is needed if one wishes to attain the maximum result. At the Vichy
Parley, Counsilman and Gallagher emphasized that during the period of
heavy training practically all the interval training work should be done in
the swim in which the swimmer wishes to turn in a superior performance
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or win a championship. (For Gallagher, this is equally applied to all the
other periods of swimming preparation.)

At the same Vichy Parley, Gallagher as well as Counsilman underlined
another principle facet of the heavy preparation period: the most
important point of interval training work consists of repetitions in the
distance to be swum. So a 100 meter swimmer performs 100 meter repeats
while a 200 meter swimmer performs 200 meter repeats. Naturally, the
number of repetitions as well as the time between repetition vary
according to the coachs own methods. For the heavy preparation training
the quality of the repetitions in general is high, especially in the prolonged
sprint. As an example, in 1963 Schollander, coached by George Haines at
the Santa Clara Swim Club, made his repetitions for 200 meters at 96 or
97 percent of his best speed.

As regards the necessity of high quality repetitions, it has now been
established as one of the underlying factors of success. Thus a high quality
effort can be expressed as 95% and a good quality at 90%.

Choosing the right specialty with regards to stroke lind distance is of
great importance. As was pointed out in the 30's by the great French
Track coach, Alfred Spitzer, in high level competition what is important is
not to waste one's efforts in a stroke or event which comes easiest but to
find the specialty in which one will have the greatest chances of success.
This is one of the most important and delicate roles that a coach has to
play.

An example of the importance of this kind of approach: George Haines
coach of the Santa Clara Swim Club, in handling Pokey Watson and Jan
Henne prior to the 1968 Olympics. For some years Miss Henne had been
one of the top U.S. breaststrokers, but Haines thought she had little
chance of winning the event in that stroke. However, he correctly saw her
chances being considerably greater in winning the 100 m. free, thus he had
Jan abandon breast in favor of crawl. And Jan Henne was the Olympic
Champion in the 100 m. freestyle! Pokey Watson was ranked number one
in the World for the 100 free in 1965, however, Haines considered that her
best chances in 1968 were not in the 100 and 200 free but in backstroke.
Thus she was made to specialize in that stroke, and Pokey won the gold
medal for the 200 m. back in Mexico City!

THE EVENNESS OF PACE

The best performance stems from the evenness of pace aspect. This
ho~ds ~rue for all distances whether 100 or 1500 meters. The Olympic
sWlmmmg program does not include any race of less than 100 meters. A
pure sprint race is any race that does not exceed 50 seconds in time. In
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fact, the regularity of pace should be such that the swimmer tak~s into
account the advantage provided by the start. He must be able to SWlm the
second half of the race faster than the first. This is something he will not
be able to do if he does not force his breathing in the first half of the race.
Remember the exercise for the "first breath" sprints had as their goal the
development of the "oxygen debt" to all~w the bes~ possible .sprint
development in the beginning of the race Wlthout makmg the sWImmer
force his breathing and subsequently pay in the second half of the race.

Research into the evenness of swimming pace is not novel, and it isn't
only from the past that examples are found. The 1932 Los Angeles
Olympic Games presented noteworthy examples of even pace. In a
semi-final heat of the women's 100 meter freestyle, America's Helen
Madison won in 1:09.2 but finished exhausted because of an exceptionally
fast first 50 meters. The other semi-final was won by the Dutch girl Willie
den Ouden in 1:07.6. In the final, Helen Madison relaxed more through
the first 50 meters (turning in 31 sec.) and won, swimming a long course
world record time of 1:06.8. The other good example was in the 1500
meters where the winner, Japan's Kusuo Kitamura, swam the first 400 in
5:07.6 and the last in 5:07 .0. The opinion on even pace formulated here
appears far from being accepted by the best coaches in swimming, but on
the other hand one also notes a current in its favor.

The Australian coach Harry Gallagher affirmed in 1958 that "new and
large progress in competitive swimming will be a bigger research into the
evenness of effort during a race, as it is done in foot races, which is ahead
of swimming in this respect." Since Gallagher's declaration, his student
Dawn Fraser has turned the first 50 meters in 30 seconds for a 100 meter
swim of 58.9. This represents the minimum loss in the "return" 50 meters
of a 100 meter sprint. Allowing two seconds for the start, the return swim.
was only 9/10 slower in the first part in value of swimming. Dawn Fraser
had then realized an analogous deviation when, doing 55 yards in 28.6, she
swam 110 yards in exactly one minute which represents in value of
swimming a return of 2.8 slower than the first half.

In events with a diving start it is possible to calculate the value of the
first lap by adding two seconds to it and thus compare it to the value of
the second lap. A special note is added to the end of this sub-chapter for
explanation.

Since May 1965 crawl swimming does not require a hand touch at the
turns, thus all leading freestyle swimmers are now touching with only their
feet at the turns. This changes the method of calculating the first 50 split
over the second 50. See note at end of this sub-chapter.

In recent world performances in the 100 meter sprint, Miss Fraser's
example is not by itself. There is also Alain Gottvalle's time of 52.9. He
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turned the first 50 in 25.8 which represents in the value of swimming a
return of only 1.3 slower than the first half.

Michael Wenden at the time of his 52.2, at the 1968 Mexico City
Olympics, had a 50 m. split, feet touch, of 25.3, which can be converted
to a hand touch value of 24.8. Thus his second lap was .6 slower than his
first. Zac Zorn, when he swam his 52.6 (At that time tying the world
record) had a first 50 of 24.9, feet touch, hand touch value of 24.4. Thus
his second 50 was 1.8 seconds slower than his first. In Mexico, Zorn foot
touched the first 50 with 24.4, a hand touch value of 23.9, and ended up
with a time of 53.9, which gave him a 4.1 second loss on the second lap,
and an eighth place Olympic finish.

Jan Henne won the women's 100 m. free at the 1968 Olympics with
1:00.0. Her 50 m. foot touch was 28.8, hand touch value of 28.3, thus her
second 50 was 1.4 slower than her first 50. Sue Pedersen in the Mexico
Olympics swam a 1:00.3 and has a foot touch 50 of 28.4, a hand touch
value of 28.1 thus she lost 2.1 on her second lap. At the U.S. Olympic
Trials, Miss Pedersen swam 59.0 with a foot touch 50 of 28.4, a hand
touch value of 27.9. Thus her second 50 was 1.2 seconds slower than her
first one.

The men's 200 meter freestyle, as demonstrated by the record of under
two minutes, is closely tied to both the prolonged sprint (a swimmer must
swim for an extended period of time at his best effort) and a short middle
distance race (a swimmer must swim for a long distance close to the
original speed). Since the 200 meter freestyle should be covered in
approximately two minutes, it would seem easier to set an even pace for
the distance than even the 100 meter free. Research, however, uncovers
the fact that only since 1961 has even pace been affirmed over the 200
meter distance. The world record swim of Japan's Tsuyoshi Yamanaka, (in
1959) 2:01.5, had a 100 of 58.5, and of Australia's Jon Konrads, (in
1960). 220 yards in 2:01.6 turning at 58.2, represent swimming value
losses for the second half of the race of 2.5 and 2.8 respectively.

Dawn Fraser, who in 1960 established a record of 2: 11.6 for the 200
meters and 220 yards, turned the first 110 yards in 1:03.1. A swim value
loss of 3.4. Her previous record for the same distances, recorded in 1958,
was 2:14.7. In this record performance Dawn turned at the 110 yard mark
in 1:03.9, a swim value loss of 7.9. Yamanaka's 2:00.4 performance in
1961 had a value loss of 1.2 as he turned the first 100 in 58.6. America's
Don Schollander's record performance of 1:58.8 (in 1963) had a value loss
of 1.6 as he passed the 100 in 57.7. In 1963 when Schollander established
his record of 1:58.5, he passed the 100 meter mark in 58.3, perfection of
pace was practically achieved, for the value loss in this swim was only 0.2.
Later in 1963, Schollander broke his own record with a 1:58.4
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performance crossing the mid-point of the race in 58.? Since the value
loss was only 0.4, once again evenness of pace played an important role.

Fortunately Schollander's 50 meter times are known for this record
performance. Taking into account the advantage of the start, Schollander's
splits demonstrate the extraordinary even pace of his record performance:
27.7, 30.3, 30.4, 30.0. In 1964 for his record of 1:57.6, Scholla~der
turned in 58.3, realizing a faster second 100 meters. Compare this to
Schollander's 1962 performance at the United States Championships when
he equalled the world record (held by Yamanaka) in. 2:00.4. ~chollander
turned at the 100 in 56.8, representing a value loss m the SWim of 2.6 a
tendency prior to 1961. In 1968, Don Schollander brought ~he r~cord to
1:54.3 and had a first 100 split of 56.7, this presents a SWim With even
pacing and virtually equilibrium between the ~rst and second 100's.
Studying his 50 splits, we can see an extraordmary example of even
pacing. His first 50 was 27.5, feet touch, a hand .to~ch value .of 27.0,
taking into account the dive, the real value of the SWlffi i~ 29.0. His secon.d
50 was 29.2, the third one 28.6 and the last one m 29.0. Olympic
Champion Michael Wenden split 56.4 at the 100 on the way to his 1:55.2.
This split has a hand touch value of 55.9, thus his second 100 is 1.3 slower
than his first. Schollander, second in Mexico, split 57.1 feet touch, an
actual hand touch value of 56.6, this also being another example of
equilibrium in the swim as his second 100 was onl~ 0.6 s.lower than his
first. Debbie Meyer swimming in 1968 a 2 :06.7, spilt the fust 100 1:01.4
feet touch, an actual hand touch value of 1:00.9, thus she lost 2.9 seconds
in the second 100 from swimming an even race.

The 400 meters 800 meters and 1500 meters represent the domain of
the middle distanc;s and the even pace must, or should, rule. This criteria
as pointed out by' the French trainer Georges Garret ~n his stu.dy
"Consideration on Technique" (appearing in NatatIOn SportIve
[sports swimming] of the F.F.N.), is naturally easier t~ see i~ the 1500
meters than in the 400 meters. In 400 meters the racmg SWimmers can
have a greater tendency to allow themselves to be carried by a faster pace,
as was the case in the final at the Rome Games for three of the first fiv~.
When Australia's Murray Rose established a 400 meter record of 4: 13.4 111

1962 he did not observe an even pace as he turned the 200 meters in
2:03.7, representing a value loss of 4.0. Rose's deficiency was a little less
than that of the previous world record holder, Jon Konrads, who ~wam the
400 meter and 440 yards in 4: 15.9, crossing the first 200 meters m 2:04.6
(loss in deficiency of 4.7). However Rose's deficiency was greater than
Tsuyoshi Yamanaka's deficiency of 3.0, recorded in 1959 as he crossed the
first 200 meters in 2:05.8 for a fmal time of 4: 16.6.

Research, however, points out that the evenness between the first and
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second half of the race was better in several Olympic finals. In 1932
America's Clarence Crabbe won in 4:48.4 (crossing in 2:21.9, a value loss
of 2.6); in 1936 America's Jack Medica won in 4:44.5 (crossing in 2:20.0
and value loss of 2.5); in 1956 Australia's Murray Rose won in 4:27.3
(crossing in 2: 11.6, a value loss of 2.1). The 1964 winner, Don Schollander
turned at 2:05.7 midway to swim a 4:12.2, or in swim value the second
half of the race was 1.2 faster than the first half.

During 1968, the American, Mark Spitz, bettered the 400 m. record to
4.07.7 splitting 2.05.7 feet touch at the 200, (hand touch value of2.05.2)
this represents a 5.2 improvement in the second half of the race, this kind
of swim is not conducive to perfect equlibrium especially since his first
100 was 1.01.6 (feet touch, hand touch value of 1.01.1) and his last 100
58.6 (feet touch, hand touch value of 58.1). Ralph Hutton of Canada in
improving the record to 4.06.5 split a 2.01.0 at the 200 (feet touch, hand
touch value of 2.00.5) thus his second 200 was four seconds slower than
his first. Mike Burton in his 4.06.6 swim, split 2.02.2 at the 200 (feet
touch, hand touch value of 2.01.7) thus his second 200 was only 2.9
slower than his first. At the 1968 Olympic Games, Burton's 4.09.0 was
split at the 200 in 2.03.8 (feet touch, hand touch value of 2.03.8 (feet
touch, hand touch value of 2.03.3) thus his second 200 was 3.7 slower
than his first 200. At altitude, this was a remarkable swim.

The best examples of deficiency over 400 meters for women are: the
1960 Olympic Champion Chris von Saltza of the USA who recorded a
4:44.5 covering the first 200 meters in 2: 16.8 for a value loss of 8.9; the
former world record holder, America's Marilyn Ramenofsky at 4:39.5,
crossing 'the mid point in 2: 17.8, a value loss of 1.9; the 1964 Olympic
titlist, America's Ginnie Duenkel at 4:43.3, turning at 200 meters in
2:20.0, a value loss of 1:3; and last but not least the 1952 Olympic
winner, Hungary's Valerie Gyenge at 5:12.1, reached the mid-point in
2:34.6, a value loss of .9. In setting a world record of 4:24.5, Debbie
Meyer split a 2:10.0 feet touch (hand touch value of 2:09.5) thus her
second 200 was 3.5 slower than her first. Linda Gustavson, also in 1968,
split 2:13.4 on her way to a 4:28.2, feet touch, (hand touch value of
2: 12.9) this represents a perfectly equal swim in both halves of the race, as
a 0.3 drop is virtually negligible. Pam Kruse in swimming her 4.28.8, split a
2: 12.6 feet touch, (hand touch value of 2: 12.1) thus her second 200 was
2.6 slower than her first one.

Debbie Meyer in swimming 17.19.9 for the 1500 m. free split a 8.35.8
for the 750 m. (feet touch, actual value hand touch of 8.35.3). So her
second 750 m. of the race was 6.8 seconds slower than her first half. Vicki
King in swimming 17.20.0 in the same event had a 750 m. split of 8.37.3
(feet touch, hand touch value of 8.36.8). So her second 750 m. was 4.6·
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seconds slower than her first. As has been observed of Miss Meyer and e~en
more in the case of Miss King, they are approaching perfect even pacmg
throughout the whole event, equilbrium in both halves.

In m~n's competition the record holders from 800 meters through 1500
meters believed in even pace. As examples, take the records of Murr~y
Rose (800 meters in 8:51.5), the first 400 meters in 4:26.3, the second ~
4:25.2, and Roy Saari (1500 meters in 16:58.7), the first 750 meters m
8:28.4; the second in 8:30.3. At the Rome Games, Jon Konrads won the
1500 meters in 17:19.6 (8:38.5 and 8:41.1). At the .To.kyo Games,
however winner Robert Windle did not respect the pnnc1pl~ of even
balance for the two halves of the race. He won in 17:01.7, domg 8:24.6
and 8:37.1. On the contrary, even pace was used to the fullest extent by
the second place finisher, America's John Nelson, who swam 17:03.0

(8:30.6 and 8:32.4). .
In improving the world record to 16:08.5 in the 1500 m. free, M1ke

Burton split the first 750 m. in 8:01.4 (feet touch, hand touch value of
8:00.9) thus his second 750 was only 4.5 slower than his first! Thus,
coming very close to even pace swimming.

In 1964 Sharon Finneran bettered the 800 free record with a 9:36:9
and Patty Caretto the 1500 m. to 18:30.5. Both sWimm~rs s~am faster 1~
the first half of the race than in the second half as M1SS ~mneran spilt
4:44.2 and 4:52.7, while Miss Caretto in her first 750 spilt 9:10.2 and

returned in 9:20.3.
In 1968 Debbie Meyer in swimming her 9:10.4 800 m. world record,

split a 4:31.2 which indicates a seven sec~nd dropoff for her s~co~d 40?
However in her world record 1500 m. SW1m of 17:31.2 she spil t 8.43.8 m
her first 750 which is virtually n even paced swim as her second 750 was

only 2.6 seconds slower. .
The American, Catie Ball in swimming the 200 m. breaststroke ~n

2:38.5 in 1968, split a 1: 17.1 at the 100 which indicates a 2.3 dropoff m

her second 100.
Note1: 1 b'tThe two second value assigned to the dive is natural y an ar 1 rary
figure. It was based on studies made by Francois Damiot, who after
numerous calculations arrived at the figure of 2.2 seconds for world class
swimmers. We use this figure to arrve at the relative value of tw~ ~alves of
a race. As an example, a swimmer did 2:03.0 for the 200 m. sphttmg 59.0
at the 100. Thus he swam his second 100 in 1:04.0. To compare ~~e value
of the first 100 to the second 100 by adding 2.0 to the first 100 gl~mg ~s a
1.01 thus his first 100 is 3.0 faster than his second in actual sW1mmmg,
not including the dive. In backstroke swimming, only 1.0 should be added

to the first half of the race.
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Note 2:
In freestyle swimming, since 1965 an adjustment has to be made in

arriv~ng at split comparisons. Since 1965 swimmers in freestyle are not
requued to touch with their hands but only with any part of their body.
Thus all world class swimmers now touch with their feet only and the
~ctual value of.a given distance can be subtracted 0.5 seconds. This figure
1S also an arb1trary one, and is based on an estimate that it takes a
swimmer to tumble and get his feet in position.
Note 3:
. To arrive at the 750 m. time for a 1500 m. swim, exactly half-way,

bmes are known for the 700 and the 800 and are simply divided in half.
!n equalling Schollander's 200 m. world record of 1:54.3, Mark Spitz

split a 55.7 feet touch 100 (hand touch value of 55.2) thus his second 100
was 1.9 slower than his first.

Hans Fassnacht in establishing the 4.04 world record in the 400 split a
2:01.0 feet touch 200 (hand touch value of 2:00.5) thus his second 200,
was only 1.5 seconds slower than his first, a remarkable example of even
swimming at such a fast pace.

. At 1500 meters Burton's 16:04.5 had a 750 m. split of 7:55.8 giving
him 8 :O~.7 for the second half, this is not in keeping with the principles of
even pacmg.

Roland Matthes in swimming 2:06.4, split a 1:02.0 at the 100 which
gives him a mere 1.4 second dropoff for the second 100. Susie Atwood in
her 2:21.5 200 m. back world record split a 1:08.4 giving her a 2.3 second
dropoff for the second 100.

THE TURNS

In order to learn proper turns and relay starts the swimmer must
undergo a special program. After the acquisition of a good technique, the
only proper way to acquire these skills is constant repetitions, especially
for good turns.

It is to be noted that the primary turn evolution came with the
"i~vention" of the. diving turn. The first big diving turn exponent was a
sWI~er ~rom Chicago, Perry McGillivray, the United States 100 yard
c~amplO~ In 1918 and 1919. McGillivray taught his turn to Weissmuller.
S~ce WeIssmulier was the first to demonstrate it in Europe, it now carries
his name. The 1936 Olympic Games saw Olympic finalist Rawls become"
the most remarkable exponent of the somersault and half-somersault
freestyle turns.

It is only. 45 yea~s after the demonstration of McGillivray that the
tumble turn 1mposed Itself over all distances in freestyle, over the original
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diving kind of push-off. FINA modified its turning requirements in 1965, a
hand touch being no longer required but any part of the body must touch
the wall. Up to this date all freestyle sprinters utilized the tumble. turn,
with the notable exception of Dawn Fraser who used an open turn m the
final of the 1964 Olympics. Until 1965 very few swimmers used the
tumble turn in distances over 200 m. However, some swimmers had
already demonstrated the value of the tumble in longer events, especially
the Dutch swimmers. The reason so few world ranked swimmers used the
faster turn was the opinion of many coaches that for the 100 and 200 the
greater efficiency of the turn was certainly beneficia~ but for longer
distances it would be too difficult to execute, demandmg large oxygen
consumption. Since 1965, the tumble turn, with the no hand. touch
requirement has become universally accepted, in virtue of the sWimmers
requiring less distance to swim with it. .' .

In backstroke swimming, the tumble turn IS universally practiced by all
world ranked swimmers, while in breast and butterfly the rules have not
particularly favored the use of tumble turns.

TEST OF DISCOVERY AND TESTS OF WORK

The coach's role covers A to Z in capital letters. Although the
generalization of modern methods of training. (i?t.erval tra~ning) puts
added emphasis on conqitioning, this in no way dummshes the Importance
of the coach. To properly prepare a swimmer, the coach must make use of
his own extensive knowledge as well as conduct physiology tests. But
Forbes Carlile warns: "Take care not to waste too much of the swimmer's
time with tests and checks which, as much as they can help to tell us about
the swimmer, can become bothersome and boring to him. I tried to
combine these two approaches to the problem, but in a constant way I
tied myself down to using just the tests which I felt would have a true
practical value. It does not help at all to ~o all.kinds of tes~s and checks,
wasting the swimmer's time and stoppmg him from domg the most
important thing - swim." . .

Carlile emphasized that the tests should create an mCltement for the
swimmer. He stated: "What I mean by incitement is that it must awaken
the desire of betterment (physically) within the swimmer. If the tests
verify the improvement in the swimmer's "cardiac debt:' as he increases
the intensity of his training, he will be encouraged to tram even harder. If
strength tests disclose initial weakness in the swimmer, h~ will be. helped
both mentally and physically as the test results of special exercises are
verified." .

Does size determine the best 100 meter swimmer? In other words, IS
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the 100 meter swimmer necessarily a large person? Certainly not. Ind.eed,
most 100 meter swimmers are large, but swimmers of average size and even
smaller have shown proficiency in the 100. The surest advantage accorded
a large competitor is at the finish line. Three time Olympic champion
Murray Rose was correct when (in his book Australian Style) he
stated: "The theory that distinct body build is better at a certain distance
has been refuted. Today it is generally accepted that aptitude and
temperament are more important factors than one's 'build'.

Rose added: "Your temperament is the best guide in deciding if your
best successes can be obtained in the distances or in the sprints." The only
physical indicator to determine if a swimmer has better sprint or middle
distance potential is, says Rose, what can be called short muscles. The
short muscle is an explosive type of muscle which allows a swimmer to
obtain a large amount of energy for a short period of time, but the
temperament, according to Rose, is as important for a sprinter as the
muscle. One is, says Rose, "a sprinter in his personality as well as in his
muscles."

The world's best 100 meter swimmer cannot be a "pure" sprinter. In
fact, there are but two kinds of swimmers: the pure sprinter (for whom
internationally, there is not a race) and the 50 meter king who can als~
swim the 100 meters. But all do not make it, and the fast middle distance
swimmer who "descends" on the 200 meters, and sometimes the 100
meters, can, even in the world plan, menace or beat the 50 meter
swimmers. Take 50 or 100 meter swimmers who later distinguish
themselves in the 200, 400, or 1500 meters. They are middle distance
swimmers who simply learned their swimming "grammar" backwards.
Australia's Jon Hendricks, 1956 Olympic 100 meter champion, won his
first national title in the 1500. This constitutes the normal development of
a competitive career in swimming, because speed comes with strength and
the adult is stronger than the adolescent. '

How does aswimmer select his best race? The swimmer's preference
and ease in swimming a particular race seems to be the best test. But a
swimmer possessing a technique of high quality in all the crawl forms
(backstroke, butterfly and freestyle) will turn in good performances in all
ra~es,. the exception to the rule being breaststroke. A swimmer can possess
skill m the breaststroke and lack profiCiency in any other stroke. The
reason seems to be that certain swimmers, although rare, are not at ease
un~ess moving all at once in the water. On the other hand, good crawl style
SWimmers are not verse~ in the breaststroke technique. This frequently
prevents them from makmg good efforts in this swim.

Forbe~ Carlile, a physiology instructor and swim coach, is perhaps the
best qualified person to state whether science or man can best determine
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what would be a swimmer's best race. He stated, "The train,in~ pla~s ?,n.e
part and science plays another." In the beginning the coach s feelIng. IS
the important factor for discovering among the group the possible
champion. Alban Minville, who led Alex C?arry to world ~ecords and J~an

Boiteux to the Olympic title, wrote In his book ChampIOn De NatatIOn
Pourquoi Pas? (Swimming Champion, Why Not?): "~~e trainer must have
the eye of a horsetrader who right away sees the qualIties and the faults of
the animal in which he is interested. He must develop tl1lS eye, ~hls

permanent flare, which allows him t? distinguish in the course ~: a SWim,
the young swimmer who has the quahtIes to become a champIOn.

The quality tests should be supplemented by willpower t.e~ts, today
more than ever, before a swimmer must want to work at traInIng. Peter
Daland, at the Bordeaux Conference in 1961, stated: "My advice is tha~ all
swimmers should start with the middle distances, and afterwards, If. a
particular swimmer has a lot of strength and speed, he can perfon~ well ~
the sprint. Naturally there are some swimmers who would not like th.IS,
but that is unimportant. If you have swimmers who do no.t wan~ to SWI~

long distances, you would be much bette~ off .with.out then se~lces. ThIS
is a way of finding out who is interested In swnnmIng and who Just wa~ts
to play. There are many lazy persons who can stay in the sport and SWIm
only 100 meter or 50 meter races from time to time. But when one must
swim a 1500 meter race every two or three weeks, you can find out right
away who is really interested in swimming." .

Peter Daland in the course of his lectures, stated what he consIdered to
be tRe most im;ortant test for the swimming coach: "One thing that. has
contributed greatly to the American successes is that the coach puts Into
the swimmer's head that he'll be able to do tomorrow the things that he
can't do today; in other words, that the swimmer can do things he believes
are impossible." He also said, "If you have the sun for your goal, perha~s
you can reach the moon: but if you have the moon for your goal, you ":'111
fall to the earth." Naturally, American coaches are not the only ones WIth
this philosophy. In France a Hermant with Taris; a Mi~ville ",:ith Jan~ a.nd
Boiteux; a Zins with Gottvalles, and a Suzanne BerlIous WIth ChnstIne
Caron have done the same, as have many other French coaches and
coaches in all the countries of the world. Daland's words are cited here
because they illustrate perfectly the essential point, that the coach must
withdraw from the swimmer's mind the "barriers" to his progress. In
destroying these "barriers" the coach has added to a swimmer's eagerness
to train and compete.
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TESTS OF WEIGHTS

For the weeks of complete unwinding, that is to say, the weeks not
figuring in any of the four periods of preparation (according to the
Australian-American system), a swimmer remains physically active and
constantly watches his diet to avoid being overweight when he resumes
training. This point must hold particular attention, stated Harry Gallagher
at the Vichey Parley, because upon this condition rests, in effect, whether
or not the swimmer will get off to a good start. As an example, Gallagher
cited the 1962 100 meter world record performance of Dawn Fraser.
Thr?ughout 1962 she had maintained a normal competitive body weight.
Dunng the two unWinding months prior to the start of the Australian
wint~r (April an~ Ma~), she watched her weight and her diet making
certaIn she remaIned In competitive condition. At this time Dawn hiked
and played tennis, squash (game of racquets very popular in Australia),
and golf.

It is impossible to cover all phases of preparation, but to conclude on a
general point, one could do no better than to cite the French formula of J.
Teissie,. whi~h points out that if an athlete wins with his strong points, he
loses WIth his weak points. Therefore an athlete cannot be negligent in any
part of his training.
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The History
ofSwimming
The History cif Swimming by Francois Oppenheim has been
long overdue. Now for the first time, students, coaches, com
petitors and collectors will find this volume of memorabilia
a complete study on the subject. It covers the evolution of
swimming as a competitive sport from its primitive origins to
its present Olympic champions.

Francois Oppenheim has meticulously covered every aspect
of swimming history including how the' sport was organized;
how the swimming strokes evolved; how conditioning has
changed through the years; and a complete summary of
Olympic Games progression.

In addition, the author presents a records section that
immortalizes the great swimming champions of the past
and present. Records of the Olympic Games, United States
National Championships, and the ten all·time best perform
ances, are covered in depth.

Every swimming fan and statistician, from age grouper to
artifact collector will want to add this book to his collection
and to gain more knowledge of the sport of swimming through
Oppenheim's book "The History of Swimming."




